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ABSTRACT
A method for detecting the position of a conveyor, comprising the steps of: providing on the conveyor belt an irregular marking, constituted by marks and the like that are detectable optically; by means of a vision device, detecting portions of the marking at preset time intervals; comparing a detection performed by the vision device with a previously performed detection, in order to determine the extent and direction of the movement.
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR DETECTING THE POSITION OF A CONVEYOR

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a method and a device for detecting the position of a conveyor. More particularly, the invention relates to a method and a device for detecting the position of a conveyor that supports a material to be subjected to a process.

BACKGROUND ART

As is known, conveyors, such as for example belts and the like, which support material so as to move it along a working surface, are widespread.

Usually, the movement of the conveyor must be monitored carefully so as to be able to know exactly the position in which the conveyor is, in order to be able to perform the desired processes on the material being transported by the conveyor.

Generally, the movements of the conveyor are not performed in a precisely controlled manner by the movement elements due to construction reasons, due to distortions caused by the elasticity of the conveyor or by the progressive wear thereof, or also due to the fact that the movement of the conveyor is performed manually on the worktable in free directions.

A known solution that allows the precise detection of the position of the conveyor is to provide on the conveyor, such as for example a belt, a regular grid, and preset an optical detection system that makes it possible to detect the offsets of the elements of the grid after each movement, with respect to the expected position, which is indicated by the movement means. In other words, the movement means move in theory the belt by a given position, and the detection systems, by detecting the grid defined on the belt, can determine whether the movement indicated by the movement means has occurred precisely, or whether the movement is instead different from the desired one set by the movement means.

The method cited above, however, is expensive, since it requires great precision in the geometry of the grid defined on the belt, and it is difficult to provide and has poor repeatability in conditions of exposed wear to which the belt is subjected, indeed because the grid tends to undergo deformations that can give rise to false readings.

DISCLOSEMENT OF THE INVENTION

The aim of the present invention is to provide a method and a device for detecting the position of a conveyor that makes it possible to keep under control precisely, in each instant, the position of the conveyor.

Within this aim, an object of the present invention is to provide a method and a device for detecting the position of a conveyor that can be applied both in the case of a free movement and in the case of a controlled movement of the conveyor.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a method and a device for detecting the position of a conveyor that makes it possible to monitor substantially continuously the position of the conveyor.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a method and a device for detecting the position of a conveyor that are highly reliable, relatively simple to provide and at competitive costs.

This aim and these and other objects that will become better apparent hereinafter are achieved by a method for detecting the position of a conveyor, characterized in that it comprises the steps of:

- providing on said conveyor belt an irregular marking, constituted by marks and the like that are optically detectable;
- by means of a vision device, detecting portions of said marking at preset time intervals;
- comparing a detection performed by said vision device with a previously performed detection, in order to determine the extent and direction of said movement.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Further characteristics and advantages of the invention will become better apparent from the description of preferred but not exclusive embodiments of the method and of the device according to the present invention, illustrated by way of non-limiting example in the accompanying drawings, wherein the only FIGURE is a schematic perspective view of the device according to the invention for implementing the method according to the invention.

WAYS OF CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

With reference to the FIGURE, the conveyor is designated by the reference numeral 1 and is constituted for example by a belt which is adapted to convey a material to be processed. The belt 1 is conveniently provided with a plurality of recognition markings defined by marks on the belt. The recognition marks, designated by the reference numeral 2, are arranged sequentially along the belt, at a region of the belt that is not usually occupied by the material to be processed.

A vision system, generally designated by the reference numeral 3, is arranged above the belt 1, so as to detect the marking defined on the belt properly.

Conveniently, the marking can be irregular, i.e., the distance between the marks 2 may not always be the same, and the marks can be all different one another or can repeat without however having a regular rate of repetition.

According to a first embodiment of the method according to the invention, in order to monitor the movements of the belt 1 correctly, the extent of each movement upon each detection by the vision system 3 must be such as to contain in the viewing field at least one recognizable portion of the marking of the belt, which had already been detected in the preceding position of the belt, at which the previous detection had been performed.

If the movement of the belt 1 is under the control of movement elements, at each optical detection by the vision system 3 there is already an expected position where the detected recognizable portion (marking) should be located before and after the movement of the belt.

In this case, the marking can have repeated portions, as long as there is, between the repeated portions, a distance that is greater than the maximum detection error by the vision system with respect to the movement system, so that on the basis of the position expected after the movement there can be no doubt in the identification of the several repeated marking portions.

If instead the movement of the belt 1 is free or actuated in an insufficiently precise way, the marking cannot have repeated portions, unless they are at distances that are greater than the extent of the viewing field of the vision system 3.

This occurs because the vision system 3 must be able to detect one marking and the next one and may, upon the next
detection, again detect such marking and may consider it to be the same one detected in the previous detection.

With the type of marking described above, without any information as to the extent (and direction) of the movement, as long as the movement is within the limits described above, and the marking of the belt complies with what has been specified above, the vision system indicates with sufficient precision the exact position of the belt 1.

It is also possible to consider performing optical detections at a high rate, so as to obtain a sort of video and a continuous movement of the belt, resembling in this way a sort of tracking of the movement of the belt 1.

In a second embodiment of the method according to the invention, the marking constituted by the marks 2 on the belt 1 can be already known beforehand, either because it is printed in a known and precise manner or because it has been photographed entirely, or by measuring reference points, or detected conveniently by the same vision system according to the invention in a preliminary step of the use of the belt, by way of the method according to the first embodiment of the invention, i.e., by composing several successive images detected in the conditions specified above.

In this case, each individual detection performed by the vision system 3 enables to then perform a comparison with the complete mapping of the marking of the belt 1, so as to recognize directly the position of the belt by means of such comparison.

In this case, however, each marking portion of the belt, readable by the viewing field of the vision system 3, must be different from any other possible one.

In this case, the detections performed by the vision system must coincide temporally with the detections performed during the "learning" step, in which the belt is "mapped" in its entirety.

In this second embodiment, the movement of the belt must be performed in a controlled manner, so that the detections performed by the vision system can correspond to those performed by the same vision system in the learning step.

In practice it has been found that the method and the device according to the invention fully achieve the intended aim and objects, since they make it possible to detect the position of a conveyor in which the marking of an element can be performed without the precision required in the case markings of the known type, and most of all without the marking being affected by wear and by the stresses to which the conveyor is subjected.

The method and the device thus conceived are susceptible of numerous modifications and variations, all of which are within the scope of the appended claims; all the details may further be replaced with other technically equivalent elements.

The disclosures in Italian Patent Application No. MI2011A000562 from which this application claims priority are incorporated herein by reference.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for detecting the position of a conveyor, comprising the steps of:
   - providing on said conveyor an irregular marking, constituted by marks and the like that are detectable optically;
   - by means of a vision device, detecting portions of said marking at preset time intervals;
   - comparing a detection performed by said vision device with a previously performed detection, in order to determine the extent and direction of said movement wherein said step of detecting portions of said marking is preceded by a step of detecting all of said marking in order to obtain a complete mapping of said marking.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein said irregular marking comprises repeated marking portions on said conveyor.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein said step of detection of said marking portions by the vision system is performed with a high frequency.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein said irregular marking comprises repeated portions at a distance that is not shorter than the extension of the viewing field of said vision system.

5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the step of comparing said detected marking portion with said complete mapping of the marking of the conveyor.

6. A system for detecting the position of a conveyor, comprising a conveyor and a vision system arranged above said conveyor, wherein said conveyor comprises an irregular marking on its upper surface.

7. The system according to claim 6, wherein said irregular marking comprises marking portions which are repeated along said conveyor.

8. The system according to claim 6, wherein said marking comprises portions which are repeated along said conveyor, arranged at a distance that is not shorter than the extension of the viewing field of said vision system.

9. The system according to claim 6, wherein said marking comprises mutually different marking portions arranged along said conveyor.
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